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Intended for use on overhead doors or compartments, these hinges hold open after opening 

75° and release upon over-opening. They surface mount on the inside of a face frame that is 

14mm (9/16Й) to 16mm (55/8Й) thick. Can be used with doors up to 20mm (3/4Й) thick. Door 

can overlay the frame up to 18mm (11/16Й). Requires #6 round-head screws.

A Face Frame Thickness 16mm (5/8Й) 15mm (19/32Й) 14mm (9/16Й)

B Min. Opening Clearance 2mm 3mm 4mm

C Door Overlay 0mm to 18mm max.

D Door Thickness 0mm to 20mm max.
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1. Mark the position of the frame mounting plate onto the frame such that the overhang is 

fl ush with the edge of the face frame. (See diagram above.)

2. Secure with #6 screws.

3. Carefully pull on the door mounting plate until the hinge is locked in the open position. 

4. Mark the position of the door mounting plate onto the inside face of the door such that the 

center of the upper elongated hole in the plate is 9/16Й (plus amount of overlay) from the top 

edge of the door.

5. Partially install #6 screws in the two elongated holes. 

6. Make any necessary adjustments for proper closing. 

7. Tighten the existing screws to lock in adjustment, then install the remaining two screws. 
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